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Abstract

In this paper we study the invariance of the noncommutative gauge theories under C, P and T

transformations. For the noncommutative space (when only the spatial part of 8 is non-zero) we

show that NCQED is Parity invariant. In addition, we show that under charge conjugation the

theory on noncommutative Rg is transformed to the theory on Rt.$, so NCQED is a CP violating

theory. The theory remains invariant under time reversal if, together with proper changes in

fields, we also change 6 by —9. Hence altogether NCQED is CPT invariant. Moreover we show

that the CPT invariance holds for general noncommutative space-time.
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1 Introduction

Recently it has been shown that the noncommutative spaces arise naturally when one studies

the perturbative string theory in the presence of D-branes with non-zero B-field background, i.e.

the low energy worldvolume theory on such branes is a noncommutative supersymmetric gauge

theory(for a review of the field see [1])

Besides the string theory arguments, the noncommutative field theories by themselves are

very interesting. Generally, noncommutative version of a field theory is obtained by replacing

the product of the fields appearing in the action by the *-product:

(/ * g){x) = exp{-eiiVdXlldyv)f(x)g(y)\x=y, (1.1)

where / and g are two arbitrary functions, which we assume to be infinitely differentiable. The

"Moyal Bracket" of two functions is

{ / ,0}M.B. = / *9 ~ 9* / •

It is apparent that if we choose / and g to be the coordinates themselves we find

{x^x,,} = iOIJ.v, (1.2)

and this is why these spaces are called noncommutative. Moreover, consistently we assume the

derivatives to act trivially on this space:

{x^dv} = —rjfj.t, {d^du} = 0. (1.3)

Because of the nature of the *-product, the noncommutative field theories for the slowly

varying fields or low energies (8E2 < 1) effectively reduce to their commutative version. Since

the derivatives are commuting after rewriting the noncommutative fields and their action in

terms of the Fourier modes we find a commutative field theory in the momentum space, and

this field theory has unfamiliar momentum dependent interactions[2]. In this way we find a tool

to study these theories perturbatively, like the usual commutative field theories.

It has been shown that the noncommutative version of (fr4 theory in 4 dimensions is two loop

renormalizable [3, 4], moreover it is shown that the noncommutativity parameter, 9, does not

receive quantum corrections.

The pure noncommutative U(l) theory has been discussed and shown to be one loop renor-

malizable. The one loop beta function for noncommutative U(l) is negative (and hence the

theory is asymptotically free). The interesting result is that this one loop beta function is not 9

dependent [2, 5, 6]. However, it is not clear whether this property remains at higher loops. It is

believed that all of these one loop properties of noncommutative to be a consequence of the fact

that the planar degrees of freedom of noncommutative theories is the same as a commutative



theory [8]. The question of the renormalizability has also been addressed for noncommutative

QED (noncommutative U(l)+ fermions)[7].

In this paper we study another interesting question about noncommutative theories regarding

their behaviour under discrete symmetries. This question has been very briefly discussed in

[7]. Hence, first we should build the noncommutative version of QED, NCQED. We show

that there are two distinct choices for the fermion representations. We will show that these

two are related by charge conjugation, so we may call them positively or negatively charged

representations. We will give more intuitive explanations for these representations. In section

3, we study the behaviour of our theory under discrete symmetries. In this section we show the

explicit calculations for the cases with #o» = 0 ix° 1S the time coordinate) and we only present

the results for the non-zero #oi case in the last part of this section. For the 6oi = 0 cases, we

show that our theory, NCQED, is parity invariant, with the usual transformation of the fields;

and studying the charge conjugation transformations we show that the the NCQED is not C-

invariant and in order to make the theory invariant besides the usual field transformations we

should also change 8 by —6. In addition we show that the same 9 changing is needed for time

reversal invariance. So, although our theory is CP violating, it is CPT invariant. For the general

8 we show that though C , P and T are broken, the whole theory is again CPT invariant. The

last section is devoted to conclusions and remarks.

2 Building the NCQED

i)Pure Gauge theory

The action for the pure gauge theory is

^J ^J (2.1)
with

i,Av). (2.2)

In the above g is the gauge coupling constant. Let us consider the following transformations

All^A'tl = U{x) * A^ * U~l{x) + iU(x) * d^U'^x),
U{x) — exp * (iX), U~ (x) — exp * (—iX),

where
exp * (iX(x)) = 1 + iX — \X * A — jjfA * A * A + ...

U(x)*U~l{x) = 1. ' ( '

Under the above transformations

^ -> !%, = U{x) * F^ * U-\x). (2.5)

Hence due to the cyclic property of integration over space (see Appendix A) the action is invariant

under (2.3). The above argument can be trivially generalized to SU(N) cases by letting A and

A take values in the related algebra. However, in this paper we only consider the U(l) case.



iiJFermionic Part

In order to write down the fermionic part of the action with the noncommutative U(l)

symmetry mentioned above, first we need to find the proper "fundamental" representations of

the noncommutative U(l) group. There are two distinct choices for that:

a) The representation with

and

b) the other with

\ J, (x)~!->%' (x)~= U(x)* 4> (x) (2J^

We will show that this two type of fermions are related by a charge conjugation transformation.

The next step is finding a "covariant" derivative, D^. For these two types of fermions we have

different "covariant" derivatives

a)

D^ip+(x) = d*V+(z) - igip+(x) * A»{x), and (2.8)

and b)

One can show that with each of the covariant derivatives defined above (with the proper fermionic

representation ), the action

S = / d4xip * (i-y^Dnip - rm[)) (2.10)

is invariant under the noncommutative U(l) transformations.

3 P, C and T Invariance

Having the form of the action we are ready to study the P, C, and T symmetries. For the sake of

certainty up to the last part of this section we consider the noncommutative spaces, i.e. #oi = 0,

and in the last paragraph we discuss the non-zero 6*oi and the most general noncommutative

space-time.

Parity

Under the parity, Xi -> —xu the 9 parameter is not changed (see (1.2)). It is straightforward

to show that for parity transformation given by:

the NCQED action is invariant for both of the fermionic choices.



Charge Conjugation

Let us first study the pure noncommutative U(l) case. Under the usual charge conjugation,

C-, transformations,

AM -»• -A,,, (3.2)

(2.1) is not invariant, because the first term in the F will change the sign but the second term,

{A^, Aj,}, will remain the same. To make the theory C invariant we note that the Moyal bracket

changes the sign if together with (3.2) we also change 6 by

6 -> -9. (3.3)

The above 6 transformation has an intuitive explanation. As discussed in [9, 2], the gauge

symmetry of noncommutative U(l) is an infinite dimensional algebra which its Cartan subalgebra

(the zero momentum sector) is a U(l) leading to a photon like state, and all the other gauge

particles look like dipoles under this U(l), whose dipole moment is proportional to the 6. So, in

this picture we feel the necessity of (3.3), under charge conjugation.

Hence, the noncommutative U(l) theory with parameter 6 is mapped into another noncom-

mutative U(l) theory with —0.

Now, we should consider the fermionic part. Since the kinetic part of the fermionic action is

unchanged, we take the usual C-transformations:

Let us first discuss the fermions in + representation (type a) fermions). Under the above

transformations, without changing 9

(x) * ip) —>• — / d xip * (i^if) * A^(x)), (3-5)

we see that this is exactly the form of interaction term for the type b) fermions. In other

words, the types a) and b) fermions are charge conjugate of each other. Let us consider the 6

transformation too. By using roles given in Appendix A, we see that forms of the interaction

term for these two types of fermions are related by (3.3), which means that (3.4) together with

(3.3) and (3.2) give proper charge conjugation transformations, a discrete symmetry of NCQED.

Time Reversal

First we consider the pure noncommutative U(l) and then we study fermions. Under the

time reversal, in order to keep the kinetic part of our gauge field action, A^ should transform as

(3.6)

Now let us look at the terms with Moyal brackets. Since time reversal operator involves a

complex conjugation, for any two real fields, / and g we have

f * g\e-+fr * gr\-e = 9T * fr\e, (3.7)



where fr and gr show the time reversed / and g respectively, then we have

{/,9}M.B. ->• -{/T,9T}M.B.- (3-8)

Since A^'s are real fields,

A"}^ig{AT,AT}, (3.9)

and
Foi = dioAq +ig{A0,Ai} -» d^A,] - i£{Ao,Aj}, ,3 _

Ftj = d^Aj] + ig{Ai, Aj) -> Fy = fyAj] - ^{Aj , A*},

the only way to make the theory invariant under time reversal is changing 9 as well as A^:

9^-8. (3.11)

So (3.6) together with (3.11) give the proper time reversal transformations.

The Fermionic Part

Since the kinetic term is quadratic in fields, i/>'s should obey the usual time reversal trans-

formations:
J V -» i7 1 7 3 V ' (o 19x
1 7 ' 7 1 1 ^ " - - L i i /

I ip —>• i - 0 7 ' 7 J .

As for the interaction term, for the sake of certainty let us consider the type a) case, without

changing 9. We find

J dAx^ * (h»Alx(x) * V) -> I cfixxfa * (i7*" * Al{x) * IPT)\-O, (3.13)

where 7*'"1 is the complex conjugate of j f l . Replacing IJJT and AT from (3.12) and (3.6), we

obtain

Jfo' * (iYfl * Al{x) * ̂ T)\-e = - j d*x$ * (iYlA^x) * xp)\.g, (3.14)

which is exactly the interaction term for type b) fermions. As we see, in order to make the

NCQED time reversal invariant, we should consider (3.11), (3.12) and (3.6) together.

CPT

Now that we have studied P, C. and T, it is interesting to consider the CP and CPT too. As

we showed parity transformations remain the same as the commutative version, however each

of C and T involves an extra 9 ->• -9. So altogether the NCQED (with parameter 9) is CP

violating, i.e. , it maps the theory into NCQED with ~6, and the theory is CPT invariant.

Non-zero 9(a and general 9^u

As it is readily seen from (1.2) under parity the 9QI components should be replaced with — 8QI,

and we can show that the (3.1) transformations together with this 9 change is the symmetry of

NCQED.

For the charge conjugation to make the theory invariant the change in 9 parameter, (3.3),

should be extended to 9QX components too.

6



It is straightforward to check that the time reversal invariance is achieved if #oi are unchanged

while the 9{j components should be transformed by (3.11). Having in mind that time reversal

involves a complex conjugation, this result is expected from (1.2). Hence for general 6^ the

theory remains CPT invariant, although the theory violates P, C and T.

4 Conclusions and Remarks

In this paper we have reviewed the noncommutative gauge theory and their gauge symmetry

and shown that fermions can be added in two distinct fundamental representations of the gauge

group. We have shown that these two representations are related by charge conjugation, so we

called them positive or negative representations.

Studying the discrete symmetries for the 9(a = 0 cases, we have shown that NCQED is parity

invariant under the usual (commutative ) field transformations. For C and T transformations

we showed that besides the usual field transformations we need an extra 9 —> —9 transformation.

In other words, NCQED with 9 is charge conjugated (or time reversed) of NCQED with —9.

Therefore, in this case NCQED is CT invariant, and hence CPT invariant.

For the general 9^, we discussed that P, C and T invariance are broken, however the the

theory is again CPT invariant.

Noncommutative gauge theories seem to provide a very good framework for the CP violating

models, which are of great importance in particle physics phenomenology. An advantage of

the noncommutative theories for this purpose is that in the low energy region (9E2 < 1) the

noncommutativity effects are suppressed and the theory is effectively CP invariant. Another

advantage of these theories is that the beta function is not 9 dependent and furthermore 9 does

not receive quantum corrections. Therefore the amount of CP violation is completely under

control.
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Appendix: A Some Useful Identities in *-product calculus

Let /, g be two arbitrary functions on noncommutative Rd:

fix) = I f(kyk-xd% g(x) = I g(k)eik-xddk.



Then

{f*g){x) = f f{k)g{l)eim^et{k+t)-xddkddl,

where k9l — k^9^ul
v'. From the above relation it is straightforward to see:

1) 9* f = f*9\e->-0, and hence {f,g}M.B. = I * g\e - f *9\-e-
2) / ( / * g){x)ddx = J(g * f)(x)ddx = Jfg(x)ddx.

3) If we denote complex conjugation by c.c, then

(/*2) c- c-=/- c-*/ c- c- .

If h is another arbitrary function:

4) ( / * g) * h = f * {g * h) = f * g * h.

5 ) / ( / * g * h){x)ddx = f(h*f* g){x)ddx = J(g * h * f){x)ddx.

6)(f*9*h)\e = (h*g*f)\_g.

In other words the integration on the space coordinates, x, has the cyclic property, and it

has all the properties of the Tr in the matrix calculus.

From 2) we learn that the kinetic part of the actions (which are quadratic in fields) is the same

as their commutative version. So the free field propagators in commutative and noncommutative

spaces are the same.

Appendix : B The 7 matrix conventions

In this paper we used the following conventions:

0 \ i ( 0 a1

) {
which lead to

7 = { 0 - 1 ) ' ' = { -a* 0
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